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A couple from Bedale knew exactly what 
they wanted from their dream kitchen but 
the national company they initially contacted 
couldn’t deliver. Instead, they approached an 
independent company that just so happened to 
be right on their doorstep
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eather and Joel’s previous kitchen would have once been 
the height of fashion, but the couple were keen to get 
rid of the pine and the light units and create a more 
contemporary feel. After lots of research the couple 
approached a national company and received a detailed 

design and quotation, but despite providing the company with an 
extensive brief, the pair weren’t happy with the designs.

‘They didn’t come up with what we wanted, so we approached 
Holme Design in Bedale as we had friends who had gone there,’ says 
Heather. ‘When we walked into the showroom I was like a kid in a 
sweetshop with all the displays, it was great!’

The couple wanted to create a livable space that was light, airy and 
contemporary with modern appliances. ‘We knew exactly what we 
wanted,’ adds Heather. ‘We wanted white units and clean lines with 
no curves; something a bit unusual with a very contemporary feel. 
Holme Design delivered everything we had on our wish list and came 
up with some really unusual design and storage ideas that worked 
well with the room layout. As well as white gloss units, we chose 
silestone “Blanco Zeus” worktops and sills, and fell in love with the 
silestone “Verde Fum” splashbacks and reveals in bright green. We 
could immediately see how it would all come together.’

They also chose a unique island unit with a v-groove worktop, in 
the centre of the room, which Heather describes as a ‘great area for 
socialising.’ Other special features include a Franke 100°C water tap, 
which means unnecessary – and often unattractive – appliances don’t 
clutter work surfaces, and spoil the seamless look of the room. The 
kitchen also boasts a De Dietrich induction hob, which Heather says 
is quicker and easier to control and clean than her previous ceramic 
hob. 

Hindsight is a wonderful thing – especially when it comes to interiors 
– and many people would often make changes on reflection. But 
Heather and Joel wouldn’t change a thing. ‘Everything about it is 
perfect; we love it.’

Holme Design
Unit 1, The Craft Yard
The Station
Bedale, North Yorkshire
DL8 1AW
01677 424669
www.holmedesign.com

‘We wanted 
white units 
and clean lines 
with no curves; 
something a bit 
unusual with a very 
contemporary feel’
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